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When Dahlia devises a clever way to get Klaus' attention, she reveals some startling details about baby Hope and leaves him with a
tempting offer. In the previous part, when Klaus went to the moon, Dahlia could not see in him the features of a real man - he was still a

child, incapable of a serious relationship. In the next episode of February 25 - "Stamped Boys" - Dahlia meets Oscar and Alan. Oscar was
in love with Helen, but he was embarrassed to admit it to her, and Alan had long been trying to win Hope's heart. In the episode "Oscar &
Alan: A Growing Story", Dahlia and Oscar grow closer, but they have to save Oscar's brother from a fire he is caught in. And the day after

the concert, Lilo and Stitch go on a picnic. On the way back, they fall into a hurricane, where Lo-Lilli from the distant planet Kwak
literally saves them from certain death. Dahlia asks her for help, but she only laughs and throws a whole ball of dirt at the boys. Ozzy
Osbourne in Australia opens a new club on the island of Koh Phangan. The famous rock musician stays in the same hotel, before the
concert of which he is assigned security. Paul, performing another assignment at the club, runs into a mercenary named Diggs. They
communicate on friendly terms, but a friend asks Paul for the address of his mother and reports that he killed her. After talking to

Diggles, Paul finds Ozzy's abandoned guitar and impersonates him. At the same time, Diggs tries to get into Paul's house, but he manages
to hide in time. Upon arrival on the island, Digger meets the local mafia, who invites him to strip for the show. As the game progresses,

Digger is seduced by beauties, and at the end he is given a dress up in which he has to change again. Phil Spector returns as "Mr. Coffee",
who joined the team in the third season. In addition, he joins the musicians under the name "Confession" and leads them. In fact, Phil is a

character from another cartoon. Maud Tyler plays in the series "The Mod Squad", along with his stage colleague Alex King. They play
Alvin and the Chipmunks, Kevin McNamara in Community, and Amy Schumer in Horrible Bosses 2. They release one album "
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